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AMact

Froviding feedback in second language writing is an integral

task that must be ao.e ly writingteachers. This taslq in many cases, is

[.y iiti"g and time consuming' The purpose of this study is to see

niw *rrit changes- menuin-Microsofi word can be used to help L2

*riring teachers ii providing grammai feedback' This study used 2

groups of students as the cittlol group and the treatment one' The

studentsweretakingWriting4CourseatCollegeoflanguagesof
l;i; Agr"g Islam[ univeiity (uNIssuLA)' Forthe control group'

students were requir; to #t"'their writing work on paper' and

submittedthemtother"s"archer(teacher).Theresearcher.then
;;J;J feedbacks oigruttut inaccuracies found on the work by

giving the accurate foins somewhere on their writing sheets and

i"*.i.a them to the students' For the treatment grouP' students-were

;;;;; io typ" their;ting work on M.tcrosofi Word!2ct1tr"!t (!u'l
and emailed ttrem to ihe risearcher who then provided feedbacks of

i"rnt* i"*"oru"i",--di'ectly on the tsxt by activating *Track

V;;;;;r" menu' The work th'n ** sent back to each student' The

"lrptirn"", 
lasted for four weeks in which in each week a student

;;;il;e - short piece oiwriting. At the end of the experimen! each

student from both groups wrote an essay on Microsaft Word-docwnent

"J "t""ii.a 
it to-tf,,""searcher' The essays were rated by three

different raters. The scores of the two groups were compared to see the

effectiveness of the ."trr"a. The di-scusiion also includes students'

oerceotion on the use of that method' Using *Track Changes" menu

i."iaTt L i*"t"tive method of feedback provision'

Key words: writing, feedbaclq track changes' grammatical

inaccuracies
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Introduction

Despite different research findings on the effectiveness of corrective feedbacks on

English as a Second LangUage (ESL) student writing @itchener and Knocb 2009)' the

writer believes that providing feedback in second language writing is an integral task that

must be done by Writing teachers. This belief is based on the argUment that writing -as

seow suggests (Richards & Renandya:2002),Harmer QhM &2A07> involves 4 stages'

namety planning" drafting revising and editing. Teachers' feedback - together with peers' -

is important input for students to improve their writing' At this revising stage' students

usually look back what they have put on papers and see whether they have communicated

their ideas effectively to the readers. comments, corrections and the like from readers

represented by the teachers and peers will be very helpful in completing a good writing work

In writing" revision is necessary because of at least two reasons' Fin! unlike oral

communication, writing tasks do not allow for an ongoing negotiation of meaning through

interlocution. Therefore, the intended meaning must be expressed accurately to the reader'

secon4 the written medium is often reserved by society when important ideas need to be

formalized, standardized or made more permanent. Thus, formal wdting carries with it certain

expectations of clarity, precisioo quality and durability'

For writing teachers, responding to students writing as providing feedbacks certainly

is a very tiring and the most time-consuming task (Kroll in celce-Murcia 2001)' It is because

there are too many dimensions of writing that need attention' For example' consider the

accuracyandsubstanceofwhatiswritten;ttreoriginalityoftheideasthatareexpressed;the

organization, sequencing and flow of those ideas; the attention to the purpose of the writing

including the tone and the various needs of the audience; the use of appropriate devices and

conventions associated with various genres of writing; the accurate use of citations and

references and so on These and many other important dimersions of writing may compete for

the attention ofthe teacher and student througlrout the learning process'

Thisconditioncouldbeworsewhenwritingstudentsareallowedtocollecttheirwork

on handwriting format. Some students' hand writingS are not clearly readable' reading small

letters and close spaces between words may decrease the teacher's "desire" to read through

the writing work at the very beginning of revising process' with hand writing sometimes

eventojudgewhetherawordhasbeenspelledcorrectlyornotisdifficult.

$tya tAlmna elvklk,. antuetslty - Sat€digE - tircIl/el/t'bet 2+26' &l A
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Computertechnoloryoffersafacilitywhichcanpossiblybeusedbywritingteachers

tohelpthemdoingtheirjob.ThefacilityisTrackChangeswhichbecomesoneofthe

menus in Microsoft word. For Microsoft word gl'z}fB versiott' this menu is under Tool'

while for Microsoft word 2007 versiorq Track Changes is under the menu of Review' when

activate4 Track changes can track and record any changes (editing) as new letters typed'

delete and changes of format on a text written in word format' with these features' writing

teachers may explore the advantages of Track changes menu to help them do their job' The

use of this editingtools has also been advised by Harmer (2007)'

ThispaperpresentsanddiscussesthefindingsoftheresearchontheuseofTrack

Changestoprovidegrammarfeedbackonstudentswriting.Theresearchwasconductedat

English Education Department college of Languages of Sultan Agung Islamic university

(IJNISStJLA) Semarang during the even semester 2O09l20lO'

Review of Literature

The lYriting Process

Writingisaprocesswith4Stagesnamelyplanning;drafting"revisrngandediting

(Seow;za[)),orplanningdraftingeditingandfinaldraft(I{armer;2004).Planningwhich

is also sometimes called as pre-writing is the the stage where writing leamers are encouraged

to write by jotting ideas and collecting information necessary as through brainstorming

clusteringmakingWH-questionsandthelike.Whenplanningwritershavetothinkabout

three main issues (Harmer, 20M)' In the first place they have to consider the purpose of their

writing since this will influence not only the type of text they wish to produce' but also ttre

language they use, and the information they choose to include. Secondly, writers have to

thinkoftheaudiencetheyarewritlngfor,sincethiswiltinfluencenotonlytheshapeofthe

writing but also the choice of language -whether it is formal or informal in tone for example'

Thirdly, writers have to consider the content sfucture of the piece - that is how best to

sequencethefacts,ideasorafgumentswhichtheyhavedecidedtoinclude.

Drafting is the stage where writer puts the ideas and inforrration he wishes to share on

paper.Thisisusuallydoneontheassumptionthatitwillbeamendedlater.Thefocusis

usually more on the fluency of ideas rather than the accuracy of grammar and spelling for

example or the neatness of the work'

S;irr" *"un, **n lJn'u*sily - Salalig - I'lo'nntur 2+26' nl o
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The next stage is revising (seow) or editing (Harmer). seow stEgests that revising

occurs when writer looks back at his / her work by putting feedbacks from both teachers and

peers into consideration The writer will also measure the effectiveness of his / her

communication to the audience he / she is targeting Harmer, on the other side, suggests that

what he means by editing is reflecting and revising'

Thelaststageisediting(Seow)orFinalversion(Hamrer)inwhichthewriter

produces the final version. Checking grammar and spelhng accuracies' punctuations' and

wordchoicesusuallybecomesthemaintasktobedoneatthisstage.

Though there are four stages but as a matter of fact writing process is not linear' but

rather recursive in the sense that a writer plans, drafts, edits / revises and then re-plans, re-

drafts, re-edits before frnalty has the final work. seow describes this process from Process

Activated to hocess terminate4 while Harrrer describes it as the Process wheel as the

following:

Process Terminated

Figure 1

The Writing Process

(Anthony Seow in Richard & Renandya' 2(X)2)

Figure 2

The Process Wheel (Harmer' 2004)

STAGES

I
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Feedback

Feedback is any pfocedure used by teachers to inform learnen whether an

instructional response is right or wrong (Kulhavy, 1997), or any inputs from readers to the

writer that provide information (Keh; 1990), or just tesponse @eid 1993). Teacher's

feedback on student writing is a significant issue related to language errors in writing

(Frodesen in Celce-Mur ciu 20Q2).

Feedback can be about content of the writing; stylistics, grammar or the combination

of the three- Content feedback focuses much on ideas and the organization of ideas on the

writing, stylistics feedback focuses on the word uses, while grammar feedback focuses on

grammatical aspects of the writing. Grammar feedbacks are categorized into direct and

indirect feedback Direct feedbacks are the ones provided by teachers / peers directly to the

learners both in oral form or in written one. On the case of writing direct feedbacks are

usually given by the teachers by crossing the wrong version and writing the right ones

somewhere on the students' paper. While for indirect feedbacks, the teachers only provide

signs to show that certain phrases are inappropriate, as putting a check in the margin of the

lines where errors occllr, underlining or highlighting selected erors, coding errors either in

the margins or above selected errors with symbols such as vt for verb tense, {for word form,

ut for article and so or1 attaching a sheet to the writer's draft with a list of several structural

errors along with exercises or handouts to help writer better understand the grammatical

system or feature involved.

Fordesen suggests a guideline for providing feedbacks on grammar: l) indirect

feedback is usually more useful than direct correction of errors; 2) Teachers should not

provide feedback on all errors in any one piece of writing; 3) Deciding which errors most

deserve attention rcquires consideration of many student variables (e.g. metalinguistic

knowledge, proficiency level) and the instructional situation; 4) teachers can alert students to

areas of concern in early drafts so that all attention to language errors does not need to be

given withthe last draft.

Although providing feedbacks in student writing is a common practice, it is often

described in negative terms (Lee, 2009) as frustrating grueling and anxiety ridden, tedious

and unrewarding. Truscott (1996) even claimed that grammar correction should be eliminated

from L2 writing classes. He declared that the provision of corrective feedback on ESL student

*W Waana Grri&at UAivdtW - Saldiga - tlwem,€r 2+26' 2O1O
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writing was ineffective and hafmful and that it should therefore be abandoned' He maintained

that there was empirical evidence to show that the practice was not worth continuing

@itchener and Knoch 2009).

In response to Tnrscott, Fenis (1999) argued that the research base Truscott was

drawing upon was too limited and conflicting in its finding' Truscott may have been a bit

hasty in his conclusions and that error correction has helped some students in limited

contexts. ultimately, Fenis and Truscott agreed that further research was needed to help us

better understand some of the potential effects of error conection on L2 writing' They

suggested that studies should examine whether particular approaches to corrective feedback

lead to greater accuracy and whether such approaches will result in greater performance with

certain grammatical forms than others (Fenis, 1999; Truscott, 1999)'

Grammetical Error

Errors are defined as "morphologrca! syntactica! and lexical deviations from the

grammatical rules of language that violates the intritions of native speakers (Hedgcock'

2005). Errors in second language writing are partof leaming and rcsearch on ESL errors has

found that they errors are not random, but are regutar and rule-governed (Rei4 1993)'Types

of errors learners have in their second language may depend on the structure of their Ll and

their previous learning experiences of the English language (Fenis & Hedgcoclc' 2005)' L2

writers, grammatical errors tend to be different from native speakers' etrors' for they have

distinct problems with verbs (tenses, modals, passive constructiorq infinitives' conditionals)'

subjectfuerb agfeemen! nouns (types, plurals, possessives' articles)' prepositions' and

sometimes sPelling (t{olt, 1997)'

"Track Chenges' in Microsoft Word

.,Track changes" is feature on Microsoft word which -when it is activated- has an

ability to record any changes occurred on the documents' Track changes allow teachers or

other respondents to make amendments and corrections, and also leave notes and questions on

a word-processed document on the screen (llarmer, 2OO4). Once Track changes is engaged

students can either accept or rcieclthe amendments that the teacher or fellow studer$ has

Safya W#na CtvllJiel't Unlvss;U - SakdigF - l*''/onb( 2+2A n1a
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suggeste4 and look, too, at the notes that have been attached to the documents. A problem

with this approach is that it can easily lead to the kind of over marking or over correction'

With Word 2003 e(P), Track Changes can be activated with the following steps:

l. select Tools / Track changes (if 'Track changes' is not visible, double-click on

Tools)

2. Select Show / OPtions.

3. Click on Change Tracking Options

- for Insertions, confirm the choice is'Underline" and change the color to Blue

- for Deletions, confirm the choice is "strikethrough" and change the color to

Red

- for Changed lines, change the choice to (none)

- for Use Balloons, change the choice to Never

- click on OK

Changes are easier to.select if you turn offthe feature that automatically selects an

entire word. use Tools > options > Edit, then clear the box beside "when selecting

automatically select entire word"'

At the bottom of your window, the abbreviation "TRK" should be bold' If it is not'

double-click it to turn on Track Changes. (This symbol can be double-clicked at any

time to turn the feature on or off')

you,ll see a box in the upper left with a downward arrow. lf the box says "Finaln or

'Original', click on the downward arrow and select "Final Showing Markup"'

with word 2cf,7, Tnckchanges can be activated with the following steps:

In Wor4 click the Review tab at the top, then click on the words uTrack changes""

Click on Change Tracking OPtions

- for Insertions, confirm the choice is nunderline" and change the color to Blue

- for Deletions, confirm fie choice is 'strikethrougfr" and change the color to

Red

for Changed liaes, change the choice to (none)

for Use Balloons, change the choice to Never

click on OK

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.
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3. click on the office button (large, in the upper left comer), then word oplions' then

Advanced. Look for "when selecting automatically select entire word'" If there is a

checkmark there, remove it and click OK'

To tum Track Changes on or offat any time, click the Review tab at the top, then click

on the icon ABOVE the words "Track Changes"

You can switch back and forth between two views of the document (you'll see a box

under the Review tab that lists the current view) - try "Final showing Markup"' and

4.

5.

"Originaln

6. Please don't use the "l'{ew commentn

of Word)

Method

ParticiPants

feature (it's not compatible with some versions

The study was conducted at the English Education Department college of Languages

ofSultanAgunglslamicUniversity({-]MSSULA)Semarang.Thesubjectsoftheresearch

weretwogroupsofstudentsofsemester4u,howeretakingWritinglZcourse.Theywere

group E2 and group E3. There were M students in Group 82, md 25 students in Group E3'

The selection of Groups E2 and E3 to be respondents of the research was simply by

convenient sake, that the iesearcher was the writing teacher of them' There were actually 4

groups of students taking that subject namely E|,82,83 aad L, but Group El and Group L

were taught bY different teachers'

Group E2 was selected to be the Treatment Group (TG), while Group E3 became the

control Group (cG). The decision was based on a coin throw' Group E2 was represented by

the number side of the coin, while Group E3 was represented by the picture side' Before the

throw, each group represented by its leader had agreed that the ugside would be the

Treatment Group. The coin was then thrown and it was found that the Number side was up'

So Group Fi2wasset to be the Treatrnent Group'

Each member of both groups has completed the courses of writing 1' Writing 2 nnd

writing3. Writing 4 is Genre-Based writing. (At the same timeo the participants were also

taking Grammar 4 course). Though the participants completed the previous writing coufses

SdyaWmna Gtxgtian aniversity ' Salaliga - l/K!/embd 24'2d nlo
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with different grades, but the researcher assumed that they have almost the same level of
proficiency in Writing.

At tlrc end of the experiment some students were excluded from being participants of
the research because they either did not attend all classes conducted or did not collect all the

writing tasks required. Finally it was decided tllrit 20 participants for TG and 20 participants

for CG were the subjects of the researctr-

Target Structure

In this researc[ there was no specific structure being targeted. All the grammatical

errors found on the student writing were subject to correction Though those eould be a

problem conceming the conclusiveness of the finding (Bitchener and Knoc[ 2009), the

researcher thought it didn't really matter since at the end of the experiment, student score was

based on overall performance rather than on a very specific grammar problem.

Treatment

TG received different treatrnent from CG in the case of how the feedback was

provided. The respondents of TG were required to write their work on Microsoft Word

document (doc.) then they emailed them to the researcher. The work was then read and

corrected. Direct feedbacks were provided as Track Changes was activated. The files werc

then emailed back to each of the respondents.

For CG, the respondents were required to write their work on paper (either hand

writing or type) and collected them to the researcher. Direct feedbac*s were also provided of

each work by writing down the correct forms of the grammatical errors close to the error or at

the end of the lines where the error was found. The essays were then retumed to the

respondents.

Instrument

Besides the writing tasks, a questioner was also administered to the respondents. It

consisted oB parts. Part I was directed to find information about the respondents as name,

0Satya Wacarta Cffiiut Unffily - Saladp - tlclarrbd 2+24, elA
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semester, and se)(. Pzrt 2 was directed to collect inforrration on the participants' percepaion

about grammar for writing and their reactions to feedbacks provided by their teachers. Part 3

was exclusively prepared for the TG. It was directed to collect information on their percepaion

about the practice of Track Changes use for grammatical feedback provision. The questioner

was administered after the treahnent was completed.

part 2 and Part 3 of the guestionnaire consisted of statements which required a

response in 5-items Likert Scale with I) Strongly Disagree; 2) Disagree; 3) Undecided; 4)

Agree; a"d S) Strongly Agree. There are 5 statements in Par|z. They are 1) Whenwriting, I

do not thi* about my grommar; 2) When writing, gramm& is not a problem for me; 3) I've

never rereod my witing tasks which were rettrned by my teacher; 4) I alwtys check the

grammor feedbacks lfnd on my writing tasks; 5) Teacher's feedback improves my granma7

In part 3, there are 5 statem ents: I) I can understand the grammar feedbacks provided

by Track Changes easily; 2) Reading grommar feedbacks by Track Chonges is more

interesting; 3) Reading granmar feedbacks fu Track Changes is more practical; 4) Track

Changes helps improve my understonding on Grammsr; 5) I suggest writing leachers to use

Track Changes to prwide gronmar feedbacks for their students'

Procedure

The procedures of the research were administered according to the following schedule:

Week Activity / Treatuent

Week 1 ffiresearch design, procedures, the use of Track

Changes were informed to the participants both from CG and TG'

Week 2 fastc t: W*ing a recount text (250 - 300 words)

Day l: Respondents wrote the tasks and collected them (out of

classroom session)

Day 2&3: The tasks were correcte{ feedbacks were provided'

Day 4: The tasks were retumed to the participants.

Week 3

Week 4 Task 3: Wrlting a procedure text (250 - 300 words)

Week 5 fast< +: W*ing a descriptive text (250 - 300 words)

Week 6 @ given a picture and were required to write
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a descriptive text about the picture in250 - 300 words.

ffi is the same as the one in Task l.
The Post task was written on Word document and e-mailed to the researcher'

Post task were rated by 3 different raters.

Result and Discussion

Grammer in Writing

When participants were asked to comment on the staiement saying that when writing

he / she does not think about grammar, participants from both groups have the same tendency

of declining the statement. It means that they do consider grammar accuracy when they are

doing writing. Different tendency occurred when they were required to respond to the

statement that grammar is not a problem for them. It is found that for cG, the majority of the

participants (15% and 6AY,' stated that grammar wzrs a problem, while there were only lfflo

of participants responded Agree and 5%o responded Strongly Agree. For TG, 50% of the

participants were on the position of declining the statement (l0o/o Strongly Disagree and

4}o/o Disagree\. But the number of respondents who responded Agree was high enough

(45%). It can be concluded that students of the TG had better competency on grammar -*ince

grammar was not a problem- than their friends in CG. Table I shows participants' perception

about grammar and writing.

Table 1

Participants' Perception about Grammar and Writing

Does retuming students' writing work help students? The study revealed that

majority of students rcreadthe writing tasks which were returned to them- Responding to the

statement "I've neyer reread my writing tasks which were returned by my teacher"' 85Vo

r)
z',)

3)

Statements

Sbongly
Disagree

Disagree

e/t
Un-

decided
(o/"\

Agree
va

Strongly
Agree

(o/"\

cc TG CG TG CG TG CG TG CG TG

Wlre".rin1, I do not think about mY 30 20 45 60 l5 l0 l0 t0 5 0

Whu"writirr7, i"-mar is not a Problem
for me

l5 l0 60 40 l0 5 l0 45 5 0
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participants of the c6 declined it as having strongly Disagree (25%) and Disagree (600/')'

Though a little lower, the participants of the TG did the same. It means that writing tasks -

after being corrected - should be returned to the students, because they may be reread by their

wdtings. In this way, the writing works are usefi.rl for the students.

concerning whether providing written feedback on writing tasks is worth doing these

two stat€ments will help determine the answer. Responding to the statement"I always check

the grammar feedbactcs I -find on my writing tasks",85% participants of both group said

Agree tnd Strongly Agree. The rests are Disagree (l0o/o) and Undecifud' The second

statement "Teacher's feedback imprwes my grammat)', l00yo of partieipan6 from CG

responded by Agree (s}y') and strongly Agree (5OW. For Treatment Group, 80o/o responded

Agree and l0o/o StronglY Agree.

These responses clearly show that actually providing feedbacks' especially gfiilnmar

feedbacks, is worth doing. It is an integrated task that should be done by the writing teachers'

Table 2

Participants' Perception about the Usefulness of feedback

Students' reaction towards the use of Track Cbanges for providing gfammar feedback

in their writing is very positive. According to them, grammar feedbacks provided by Track

changes are easily understood, more interesting more practical, and helpful in improving

their understanding on grammar. Even when asked to respond to statement: "I suggest

writing teachers use Track changes to provide grammar feedbacks for their students"' 6vvo

of the participants cho* Agree, and the rest (40Vr) chose Strongly Agree' The complete

responses are presented in Table 3'

Statements

Shongly
Disagree

(o/"\

Disagree
(w

Un-
decided

("/"\

Agree
(Y")

Strongly
Agree

("/"\

CG TG CG TG CG TG CG TG CG TG

ffiritingtaskswhich
,. - --^t----^) L-. 

-t, 
lonnhor

25 5 60 50 0 30 l5 l5 0 0

7ffiffin tne i"*mar feedbacks I
- , J ^-^ -^--. -,,-:t-- lnobo

0 0 l0 0 5 l5 50 80 35 5

Te acher' s fe e db ack imPr ov e s nY

srommar

0 0 0 5 0 5 50 80 50 l0
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Table 3

Participants' Reaction towards the Use of Track Changes

The writing post task was scored by three different raters. Before doing their jobs, the

raters were informed that gfammar was the most important factor in deciding the scores'

Stylistics problems as paragraphin& punctuatiorg generic structures etc' {hough they might

affect their judgment- were not the main consideration. Besides that, the raters were also

informed that the scores ranged from 60 (the lowest) to 90 (the highest)' The inter-rater

reliability both for Contol Group and Experiment Group was measured by Analysis of

variance (ANOVA) by SPSS 16.0. For the control Group, the value of significance is

o.osz,and for the Experiment Group, it is is 0.069- They are above 0'05' It means that the

three raters were reliable enough and consistent

Table 4

Inter-RaterReliabilityforControlandTreatmentGroups

Staternents

Stongly
Disagf€c

(q^\

Disagree
(w

Up
&cidcd

(oa\

Agree
(w

Strongly
Ageo

(o/"\

T1t" *ra"rtn"a the grammor feedbacks
nrovided bv Track Changes easilY 

-

0 0 0 70 30

E dl"g gra*^*feedbocks by Track Changes

is more interesting

0 0 5 85 l0

ffi"g gr"**arfeedbacks by Track Changes

is more practical

0 0 2A 65 l5

n;t@aWtps improve my understanding 0 0 l5 15 l0

I Ggett wrl@ teachers use Track Changes to

oroiid" erammal feedbaeks for their s!ulen1!g-
0 0 0 60 40

Conlrol GrouP
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Treatmenl Group

At{ovA

Swn ofSquares Df Mean Souare F sis.

lelween Groups

ffihin Groups

fotal

112.W(

1118.751

1591.25{

5''

4(

71.25[

25.111

2.803 .06s

To find the effectiveness of the metho4 an independent- sample t-test was conducted.

The scores of the post task between the TG and the CG were analyzed by using SPSS version

16.0. The analysis shows that the means of the two groups were different TG scored higher.

But it doesn't mean that there was a real difference between the two groups because it was

found that the significance coefficient is higlr enough (0.355). This shows that although there

was a difference, it was not strong enough to assume that the effect of the two different

methods in providing feedback was sigrrificantly different.

Table 5

Statistical Output of T-Test

Stdsdcs

Grouping N Mean Std. Devidion Std. Enor Mean

Scores experimentgroup

control group

2(

2C

Tt.'125t

75.4fi{.

6.0300t

5.2663:

1.3484:

1.17751

lnd€pendent

Levene's Test

' 
of Variances i-tesl for Equality of Means

F sis. t df

SiS.(2-

lailed)

Mean

Difierence

Std. Enor

Difurence

95% Confidence

lnterval of the

Difierence

Lower Upper

;@res Equal variances assumed

Equal variances ncd

assumed

1.234 .273 .93(

.93t

38

37.323

.a5g

.355

1.6750[

1.6750C

1.7n2t

1.79m1

-1.9491€

-'1.95131

5.2991f

5.3t)'131

T€t
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The participants think that the use of Track Changes for providing feedbacks is easily

understoo4 interesting practical and helpful but it could not make a significant difference

from the conventional method. This may be explained by:

l. The experiment was done relatively very short. It was only in 4 weeks with 4 writing

tasks. The effects of the feedback was not strong enough to influence the habit of

using the right grammar. Besides, the feedbacks that the participants had had on their

previous tasks might not be the same as the grammar problems that occurred on the

post task.

2. The corrective feedback was unfocused in the sense that all grammar mistakes were

corrected. As Bitchener and Knoch (2009) mentioned, the unfocused approach that

was taken with regard to the range of error categories treated fails to produce

conclusive answers to the question of efficacy of the feedback.

Conclusion

Based on the result and the analysis several conclusions can be drawn. First

grammatical feedbacks in writing are useful for students. Students read and check the

feedbacks provided by their teachers. In this way, students leam from the mistakes. It is also

revealed that feedbacks help students improve students' grammaf competency' Secondly,

Track Changes can be used to provide feedbacks and students found that it was interesting

practical, and easy to understand. However, the effect of the method of feedbacks provision

was proven to be better than the ordinary method of providing feedbacks manually on

students, paper. This ineffectiveness of the application may result from the fact that the

experiment was conducted in a relatively short period. The second problem may concern

about the focus ofthe feedbacks under study'

In the future the weakness can be improved by having longer time period for

experiment so that students experience enough exposure grammar correction through

feedback and by focusing on certain grammatical problems'
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